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ABSTRACT

Sizable proper motion can be anticipated for the Radio Galactic
Spur or any large arc-like object in the radio sky if the object orig
inated in an eruptive star (e.g., supernova) and if it is not too old.
If the angular radius is 6 and (t - tQ ) is the age, the amount of
anticipated proper motion is
time.
show

p

= tan 0 / [t - tQ ) radians per unit

A 1,000 year-old shell now having a 50° angular radius would
p = 4 minutes-of-arc per year approximately.
Background radiation maps are not suitable as first-epoch material.

Scan profiles are desired.

To be along the direction in which maximum

proper motion would occur the scan path must follow a radius of the
circle which best fits the object.
this requirement:

Two sets of scans naturally meet

(1) drift curves along the declination small-circle

which passes through the center of the best-fit circle and (2) declina
tion scans along the hour circle passing through this center.
Declination scans only are considered further.

If the observation

is made to include a discrete source as a coordinate marker and only
relative position measurements attempted, coordinate precession and
correction for time constant are not necessary.

Beam asymmetries will

have similar effects on all objects in the beam path.

The observing

program is more self-contained if it includes pairs of scans made in
opposite directions through the same discrete source.

Such pairs of

proper motion observations simultaneously carry information on telescope
pointing errors and time constant.

Distortion of the telescope's
vi

figure resulting from changes in gravity loading of the dish can be
considered a non-linear scan-rate and is measured in the pointing error
curves.
The Radio Spur, the largest object in the sky next to the Milky
Way, influences galactic structure studies.
or a nova shell.

It could be a reflection

That no nova shell has been identified to date is

plausible simply on the grounds that they subtend such small angles.
If the Spur is associated with the "supernova" of 1006 A.D., then the
outburst occurred about 1.5 parsecs distant and was likely a nova, the
historical evidence not indicating an apparent magnitude near -20.
To investigate observing techniques and to obtain first-epoch
material for the Spur, observations were made in Spring 1965 using the
National Radio Astronomy Observatory 300-foot meridian telescope at
750 and 1415 Mc/s.

Drift curves from 11^15m to 12^15m at declinations

of -13° and -15° showed the Spur very faint even at 750 Mc/s.

Declina

tion scans at 2.5 minutes-of-arc per second were made as follows: northgoing and south-going scans through 3C310, 3C315, 3C318; south-going
scans throuth 3C320, north-going scans through 3C323.1, and south-going
scans through 3C326.1.

Selected raw data are given in the appendix.

The Spur is seen nicely on 750 Mc/s.

Only noise is seen on any indi

vidual 1415 Mc/s record.
Certain 1965.1 Spur positions near 3C310 and 3C315 are given in
the form of profiles based on three to six individual 750 Mc/s records.
To compare with second-epoch observations:

(1) Dimensionless ratios

can be formed using the "lengths" between Spur features themselves and
vii

between the discrete source and a Spur feature.
used with inhomogeneous data.

These ratios can be

(2) Profiles from different epochs can

be superimposed, Spur features aligned, and possible displacement
between the two traces of the discrete source noted.
be < ± 2 ’.

Scatter should

Calibration in angular units is available from the coordinate

marks on the record.
All 1415 Mc/s declination scans had a higher antenna temperature
at their north end than at their south end.
be anomalous, and probably due to sidelobes.

viii

This effect was shown to

I
INTRODUCTION

It is plausible to anticipate detectable proper motion for
certain large objects in the radio sky.

The objects in mind are

the really large ones subtending tens of degrees.

Two such objects,

the Radio Galactic Spur and the Cetus Arc, are well established and
others may be found when high resolution surveys of background radia
tion are made from the southern hemisphere.

These objects are not

visible optically and they are much larger than any optically visible
objects except the Milky Way.

Of particular interest is the fact

that both the Spur and the Cetus Arc are good fits for circles pro
jected onto the celestial sphere (Large, Quigley, and Haslam 1962).
Indeed the circular configuration suggests a point origin, say an
eruptive star, and in 1960 Hanbury Brown, R.D. Davies, and Hazard
suggested that the Spur was a supernova remnant.

We note here that

proper motion is a direct consequence of such a postulate.
Large angular diameter would indicate sizable proper motion if
the object is not too old.

In Figure 1 an assumed supernova shell is

diagrammed, with proportions and orientation with respect to sun and
galactic plane which would be correct for the Radio Galactic Spur.
The apparent angular radius is 0 and its time rate of increase is p.
The distance from the sun to the original star is
shell radius is A.

V

and the present

We seek an expression for the predicted proper

2

ASSUMED
SHELL

GALACTIC PLANE

Figure 1.

Geometry of a shell which corresponds with an eruptive
origin for the Spur.

3

motion y.

If we let

[t - tQ )

be the age of the assumed supernova and

1/ the average linear expansion velocity then we can write for the
present radius of the shell:

V[t - ta ) = n = V Sin e.
By implicit differentiation we obtain

v

cfe
_____

dt
Since

V

and

V

■1

~

*

V Co-6 6

are related as follows

*
V

----------

Sin 0

v(t - t 0 )

f

Sin e

we have

de

tan 0
= u = ----------

dt
radians per unit time.

[t - t Q ]

Thus the proper motion p would be directly

proportional to the tangent of the present angular radius and
inversely proportional to the age.

A shell 1,000 years old and now

having a radius of 50° would show proper motion of about 4 minutes of
arc per year.

For an age of 10,000 years the proper motion would be

one tenth of this amount or 4 minutes of arc in 10 years.
The fact that an object is still radiating indicates a remnant
that is not stationary.
misnomer for

Ofcourse,

an objectlike

the term "supernovaremnant"

theSpur or

for an object like

is a

theCygnus

Loop since very little of the original star's matter may be present in
the regions which are radiating strongly and it is the interstellar
medium that is radiating.

A more accurate term would be supernova

4

"energy shell".

(See van der Laan, 1962, who has considered the

results of compression of the interstellar magnetic field.)
Thus detectable proper motion can be anticipated for any large
object suspected, perhaps because of its circular shape or its
spectral index, of being a supernova "energy shell".

The matter of

the detection of proper motion for large extended radio sources will
be considered next.

II
DETECTION OF PROPER MOTION AND OBSERVATIONAL TECHNIQUE

Existing maps of radio background radiation cannot be used as
first-epoch observations since none in existence have high enough
resolution.

Background maps have never reflected the highest currently

available resolution and perhaps never will.
for proper motion work.

Maps are not desirable

First, their reduction includes an unnecessary

step since positional information is available directly from the scan
profile.

This additional step is not only a waste of time but also a

source of error.

Since scans on which a map is to be based are usually

repeated only once, information at any small localised area must be
given a low confidence value, although the overall reliability of the
map itself may be high.

Maps also contain unnecessary information.

When only positional information is sought, it would be better to
improve statistics and reduce noise by repeating a few different scans
many

times.

For radio proper motion work the "photographic" approach

is best ignored and consideration can be given to an observing tech
nique intended primarily to obtain positional information.
Two fundamental differences which underlie the differences in
optical and radio procedure should be noted.

First, from the equipment

standpoint there is really no radio counterpart to optical photography.
Operation of a parabola with several feed-dipoles located off-focus is
not uncommon, but this is not even an approximation to photography.
5

Second, in optical proper motion (and parallax) work it is assumed the
same telescope will be used and that no mechanical or optical changes
will be made between epochs.
radio telescope.

Such assumptions cannot be made for a

Changes in equipment at the focus are made frequently

to permit operation on different frequencies and to incorporate new
electronic developments.

In settling on an observing technique it is

perhaps a good idea to assume the worst, that is, that second-epoch
observations will be made with a different telescope.
Use of a meridian transit telescope will now be assumed, partly
because the observations described later were made with such an instru
ment and partly because it seems to be the best choice for proper
motion observations.

Any fully steerable telescope can be operated as

a meridian transit system.

In addition, the remaining discussions will

assume the observations are declination scans since they are a little
more involved than drift curves.

The problems associated with decli

nations scans encompass those involved in making observations by drift
curve.
The simplest technique would be to scan across an outer edge of
the extended source and take positions from the telescope position
indicators.

Obvious corrections which must be applied to the positions

thus obtained are (1) correction for delay in peak caused by the time
constant and the scan rate, and (2) pointing error corrections.

Fur

thermore, either these positions or the next epoch positions must be
precessed.

Several sources of error are involved.

Positions are

limited by the accuracy to which the time constant and scan rate are

known.

The quality of the pointing error observations is directly

involved.

Beam asymmetries could cause displacements in peak readings,

depending upon just how the beam crossed the extended source.
lobes could cause extraneous features.

Side-

The trouble with this technique

is that it attempts something usually avoided like the plague:

it

attempts to make an absolute measurement.
Considerable simplification results if the observations are planned
to include a discrete source as a coordinate marker.
relative measurement is being attempted.

Now, only a

Corrections for delay in peak

are not necessary since the peak of the discrete source
same amount.

11.

„layed the

The effect of pointing errors is not as direct.

considerations of this point will be made later.)
sion is not necessary.

(Further

Furthermore, preces

(The very slight change in the path of the beam

with respect to fixed stars "caused" by different precession corrections
for different parts of the beam path, can be ignored.)
results.

Improvement also

The accuracy to which the time constant is known does not

affect the proper motion accuracy since the time constant need not even
be known.

The influence of the pointing error observations is now very

minor although they remain necessary for the design of the scan.
Finally, except for special cases, beam asymmetries will have very
similar effects on all objects in the beam path.
source is an old trick:

Addition of a discrete

use of the symmetry of nature to avoid or

circumvent embarrassing questions,
A more self-contained observing program results if the program
includes scans made in opposite directions through the same source.
The time constant and the pointing error applicable to the declination

of this source, can be found from a pair of scans, which should of
course be repeated a number of times.
One final refinement will be pointed out.

If the telescope scan

rate can be varied, a scan can be designed so that two discrete sources
are in the beam path.

Now, the telescope declination indicator can be

ignored (as far as possible proper motion is concerned) since the two
discrete sources define a degree scale.

However, there are indications

from the observations described later that with slightly higher sensi
tivity at least one faint discrete source will appear on any scan
covering twenty or so degrees.
Regarding the telescope pointing errors, backlash and non-linearities
in the position indicators themselves can usually be ignored.
ciple they can be reduced to very low values.

In prin

The basic difficulty is

the change in gravity loading occurring when the zenith angle is
changed.

The structure which supports the mesh and thus defines the

reflecting figure, distorts as the telescope moves.

The telescope scan

rate may be highly linear, but the antenna beam will move across the
sky at a non-uniform rate as a result of this distortion.

For proper

motion observations involving declination scans this effect can be
considered as a non-linear scan rate.

The declination correction curve,

which is a standard part of pointing error observations, can be viewed
as a measure of this non-uniformity.

Ill
THE RADIO GALACTIC SPUR

An object in the radio sky for which there exists some reason to
expect detectable proper motion in a reasonable period of time is the
Radio Galactic Spur.

Background maps of good resolution show it to

extend over at least 100° of sky.
M.N., Vol. 124, No. 6.)

(See for example Turtle and Baldwin,

Next to the Milky Way itself the Spur is the

largest feature in the sky.

Another anomalous thing about the Spur

is that it is not visible optically although its radio brightness is
comparable to the Cygnus Loop.

Aside from its intrinsic interest as

a curiosity of the sky, the Spur is important because it effects
galactic structure studies, especially models of the halo.
Suggestions as to the nature of the Spur which have been made in
the literature can be placed in one of the following categories:

(1)

"rainbow" theories, for example synchrotron radiation from relativistic
particles spiralling around the magnetic field which perhaps threads
the local spiral arm;
(3) supernova remnant;

(2) a bridge between spiral arms of the galaxy;
(4) large scale feature of the galactic center;

(5) radiation from the supergalaxy.

These postulates have been

reviewed in the literature (Brown, Davies, and Hazard 1960).
Two additional possibilities may be considered.
could be a reflection rather than a direct effect.

First, the Spur
Second, there does

not seem to be much reason a priori for not considering the possibility
that the Spur is a nova remnant.

That no nova shell has been identified
9

to date is plausible.

Known novae are so distant that any residual

shells they might have would subtend an angle smaller than the beamwidth of existing antennas and thus they would appear only as weak
"discrete" sources.

If a shell were close enough to fill an antenna

beam so that the antenna temperature approached the brightness temper
ature one might expect radio-frequency radiation from a nova shell.
There is certainly high enough excitation:

doppler shifts have shown

velocities in the thousands-of-kilometers range.

Synchrotron radiation

mechanisms, either of the volume type suggested by Shklovsky or the
shell-source type discussed by Van der Laan, need only high velocity
charged particles and a weak magnetic field.
a nova outburst.

Both could be present at

Absence of any detectable optical radiation for the

Spur is in agreement with a nova origin since optically observed novae
have had short lived shells.

In Figure 2 an assumed nova/supernova

shell is diagrammed showing orientation with respect to galactic longi
tude.

The ratio of shell radius to distance of original star is
ft

= 6A.YI 0

V
and for the Spur where 0 is about 50° this ratio is about 3-to-4.
If the Spur is associated with the "supernova" of 1006 then it
must not be a supernova remnant and 1006 must have been only a nova.
Expected expansion velocities would imply a distance of less than two
parsecs.

The apparent magnitude of a supernova at such a distance

would have been in the neighbourhood of -20, but the historical evi
dence for 1006 does not indicate such a bright object (Goldstein, B.R.
1965).

11
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Figure 2.

Galactic longitude for the nova/supernova shell assumed
for the Spur.

I

The recent paper by B. R. Goldstein (1965) dealing with historical
records of 1006 contains several quotations of which the following is
typical:

"... and it ceased (appearing) all of a sudden."

These state

ments do not seem to describe the exponential decay associated with
supernovae.

They could describe an ordinary nova which had entered the

transition region

or "region of instability" which can occur about

half a time constant after the peak (McLaughlin 1939).
quotation:

Another

"... then went backwards ..." may describe the pre-maximum

halt of a nova rather than motion in the sky.

Finally, one notices

several historical statements which imply 1006 had shape and, further
more, that this shape was asymmetric.
is typical:

Item 4 at the bottom of page 109

"Its shape was like that of the half-moon

It seems

that a supernova of apparent magnitude no brighter than -8 or -10
(the maximum limits which Goldstein places on 1006) would appear as a
symmetrical source of light —

bright but small.

accept an asymmetrical shape for a very near nova.
a question:

It seems easier to
Finally, there is

If a supernova appeared in 1006 with an apparent magnitude

of perhaps -8, where now is its shell?
Shell expansion might manifest itself by doppler shift effects
along the galactic plane.

Refer to Figure 1.

Consider the vectors of

the expansion velocity 1/ which exist where the shell intersects the
galactic plane.

The components of these vectors which lie in the

galactic plane are

Vplcmt
The angle

^ Coi

is found using the law of sines to be

13

-1
<t> = Sin

V
1—
n.

JT
Sin b

ApUA,

/ Sin b'ApuA
Sin

Sin 9
since as noted earlier

Sin 0 = H./V .
Refer now to Figure 2.

Angle y is the angle of view with respect to

the longitude of the Spur center.

The velocities which are of obser

vational interest are the components of

which are directed

toward the sun. They can be found from

Vsunh)

’ V < m e C“

n ~ V Coi * C“

n ’

where n is
_7{ V Co a

n

= Sen

i -------------- Sen y
\ h. CoA <(>

= Sin

-1 ( Co* bApuA

y

Sin 0 Coa $

The galactic longitude of the component V,
[y] can be identified using
A un'
2T
&
1 = 1 A puA ~ Y
In summary:
-J I ^ n kApuA
Sin 0

= V Co a <j> C oa n

n = Sin

-I / Co a
Y
f------- — ----Sin O Co4 <f>

jr
3T
1 = 1

A puA

- v
T

IV
OBSERVATIONS ON THE SPUR

Observations were made on the Spur in February, March, and April
of 1965 at the National Radio Astronomy Observatory using the 300-foot
meridian telescope.
by Findlay (1963).

This telescope is described in Sky and Telescope
The original observing session was scheduled to

end the 10th of April but was extended to the 26th.

The writer was

not in residence on the observatory site during the extended observing
session.

New declination scans were planned and mailed to Green Bank

for this period.

During this period the telescope operators, probably

for convenience, used a lower recorder gain than was used earlier.
Only the phase detector gain could be specified on the Observing Sheets.
Such use

did not effect the inherent signal-to-noise ratios of the

radiometer but it has made the data more difficult to handle.
Two frequencies were in use, 1415 Mc/s and 750 Mc/s.

There were

two completely independent 1415 Mc/s radiometers operating simultane
ously, their respective feed-dipoles being mutually perpendicular at
the parabolic focus of the antenna.
to as Channels 1 and 2.
a north-south line.

These two radiometers are referred

The Channel 1 dipole was aligned 20° east of

On 750 Mc/s there was one radiometer and it was

fed by a dipole parallel to the Channel 2 dipole, but located off-focus.
This off-focus arrangement looked at a point in the sky about 3m east
of the position of the 1415 beams.
beams are given in the appendix.
14

Pointing error values for all three

15
Specifications of the radiometers used for this observing session
are given in the appendix.
cooled loads.

Briefly, all were Dicke systems using

The receivers were superheterodynes with single side

band front-ends, parametric amplifiers being used on 1415 and a tunnel
diode at 750.

The housings for the equipment located at the focus

were temperature regulated.
Beam asymmetry is an important consideration for the observations
described in this chapter.

Since the 300-foot has an f-ratio of about

0.5, the off-set feed would introduce coma on 750 Mc/s.

Considerable

importance was attached to 750 Mc/s as compared with 1415 Mc/s.

By

plotting brightness temperatures from various published maps and extra
polating it was determined before the date of the observing session
that the Spur would be detectable on 750 Mc/s, at least in the region
where declination scans were planned.

The extrapolation did not make

it a foregone conclusion that detection was possible on 1415.

In

addition the Spur had not been detected on 1415 Mc/s when observations
were made earlier with the maser equipped 60-foot telescope at
Agassiz Station during the 1961 Harvard Summer Program in Observational
Astronomy.

(For these reasons advantage was not taken of an opportunity

for 1415 Mc/s-only observing time in August 1964.)
However, reflection showed the problem on 750 not to be as serious
as originally feared when the off-set arrangement became known a few
weeks before the observing session.

Since the feed dipole was off-set

due west of the optical axis, the coma asymmetry would be entirely in

16
an east-west direction.
symmetry.

The beam should retain its north-south

To a first approximation at least, 750 Mc/s drift curves

should be coma broadened —

but declination scans should be unaffected.

Support for the belief that the declination scans were not affected
comes from the fact that the pointing error observations indicated no
difference in declination between the 750 and 1415 beams.

In addition,

it is believed that the observing technique used for these observations
is relatively insensitive to small beam asymmetries.
For an extended source resulting from an explosive event there
exist two natural sets of scans which will be along the direction of
greatest anticipated proper motion, specifically, along a radius of
the small circle which best fits the source.

For the Spur one of

these sets will be drift curves at about a = 11^, 6 = -15° since in
this region the Spur is perpendicular to the declination circles.

The

other set will be declination scans in the region near a = 15*1, 6 = 20°
since here the Spur is perpendicular to the hour circles.
The drift curves which were made on the Spur are described in
Table I.

A 10s time constant was used and the chart speed was

10 mm/minute.

Most of the observations were at slightly different

declinations since some searching was being done for a coordinate marker.
All sources observed were weak, causing antenna temperatures less than
2° K on 750 Mc/s.

Results for the -13° region, where the declination

ranged from -13°03' to -13016', were as follows:
near -13°15r a discrete source is seen at 11^29m .

On observations
On all records there

is a faint source near ll*1 37m which is probably MSH 11-1 8.

This

17

Table

I

Description of Right Ascension Drift Curves

Date :

28 March through 10 April 1965

Approximate
Declination

Right Asjcension
From

-13°

-15°30'

H hl5m

II

If

To

12h 15m

II

11

Number
of
Observations

NRAO
Number

7

9059, 9093, 9126
9159, 9191, 9224
9261

8

8901, 8933, 8964
8989, 9024, 9333
9372, 9405

18
source on 1415 Mc/s Is stronger than the others.
11^54m may be part of the Spur.

A broad peak near

Finally, a faint extended source

appears near 12^105m and is probably MSH 12-1 3.
For the -15° region the actual declinations ranged from -15°37
o *
to -15 45 .
indicate).

Here also the Spur is very faint (as low frequency maps
Both on 750 and 1415 Mc/s a faint feature appears near

11^56m which is probably MSH 11-1 15.
To do further work in this region a single declination must be
adopted; then the drift curve should be repeated perhaps ten times.
There seems to be little choice between MSH 11-1 8 and MSH 11-1 15 as
a coordinate marker.

Recent work by Milne and Scheuer (1964) with

Mills-Slee-Hill sources implies some of these MSH sources may be com
posites.

They could be part of the Spur, since the Spur is rather

patchy in this region.

The faintness of MSH 11-1 8 found here would

be explained if this source were composite and if one of its constituents
were part of the Spur and had undergone proper motion since the MSH
observations were made.

On the otherhand, if any of these MSH sources

is part of the Spur, and is not composite, then the agreement in
position found here indicates no appreciable proper motion has occurred.
Because of the faintness of these records greater attention has been
given to the declination scans.
g

The declination scans are described in Table XX.

A 2

constant was used and the recorder speed was 50 mm/minute.

time
The telescope

scan rate was found to be 2.55 minutes of arc per second of time for
north-going scans and 2.54 minutes of arc per second for south-going
scans.

Figure 3 shows the path traced by the antenna beam for
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Table II

Designation

SPUR-3C323.1

Description of Declination Scan Observations

Approximate
Declination
Range

Various

3C
Source
in
Beam

1415

1965 Date

NRAO Numbers

Feb:19,20,21
23,24,
25,26,27
Mar:
4
10.

7607,7636,7674
7760,7789,
7837,7879,7922
8128
8351.

SP-3C323.1-S

Various

1415

Mar: 3,5,11
12.

8088,8166,8390
8428.

SPUR-3C323.i-H

55° to 10°

1415

Feb. 22.

7715.

32° to 18°

—

Feb. 23.

Following 7760.

30° to 10°

1415

Feb. 23.

7762.

Feb:25,26,27
Mar:
3,4.

7833,7875,7918
8084,8124.

Mar. 2.

8045.

SPUR-6
JODRELL SPUR
(SPUR-3C346)
SPUR-3C310

25° to 33°

750

SPUR-21-310

20° to 30°

1415

SPUR-3C315

32° to 16°

750

Feb:25,26,27
M a r : 2,3,4.

7834,7876,7919
8046,8085,8125.

SPUR-3C318

16° to 36°

1415

Feb:25,26,27
Mar: 2,3,4.

7835,7877,7920
8047,8086,8126.

SPUR-3C320

36° to 10°

750

Feb:25,26,27
M a r : 2,3,4.

7836,7878,7921
8048,8087,8127.

SPUR-3C326

15° to 26°

1415

Mar. 5.

8167.

SPUR-3C326.1

28° to 12°

1415

Feb:25,26,27
Mar:
3,4
10.

7838,7880,7923
8089,8129
8352.

10e to 33°

750

Ap: 13,14,15
16,17.

9443,9473,9501
9538,9570.

SPUR-3C310-N
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Designation

Approximate
Declination
Range

SPUR-3C315-S

33° to 16°

SPUR-3C318-N

3C
Source
in
Beam

1965 Date

NRAO Numbers

750

A p : 13,14,15
16,17.

9444,9574,9502
9539,9571.

16° to 33°

1415

A p : 13,14,15
16,17.

9445,9575,9503
9540,9572.

SPUR-3C310-S

33" to 19s

750

A p : 19,20,21
22,23,24
25,26.

9601,9636,9668
9704,9742,9777
9810,9850.

SPUR-3C315-N

19° to 30°

750

A p : 19,20,21
22,23,24
25,26.

9602,9637,9669
9705,9743,9778
9811,9851.

SPUR-3C318-S

30° to 10°

1415

Ap: 19,20,21
22,23,24
25,26.

9603.9638,9670
9706,9744,9779
9812,9851.
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DECLINATION

3C3/5 •

START
3C3ZI
3C324
3C326.I

3C323.7

3C31S

3C326

750 MC/S BEAM
74/5 MC/S BEAM

75 4(7

RIGHT ASCENSION
Figure 3.

Path of declination scans made during the original
observing session.
1
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the scans made during the original observing session.

The beam path

for the scans made during the extended session are given in Figure 4.
A complete copy of one of the scans is given in Figure 5.

Copies of

the center portions of all remaining SPUR-3C315(S) dec-scans made
during the original observing session are given in Appendix III.
In Figure 5 the Spur is seen on
3C315, however, no features are seen

the 750Mc/s trace just south of
on 1415 Channel 2. The 1415

Mc/s record simply falls off as the antenna beam moves south.

This

change in antenna temperature is believed to be instrumental and is
discussed in the last chapter.
observations made:

An identical situation prevails on all

considerable structure is seen on 750 in regions

where low frequency maps indicate the Spur is located, but on 1415 Mc/s
only noise is seen in these locations.

Of course, the original appeal

»

of 1415 Mc/s was the 10

beamwidth which was

available, but as mentioned

earlier the suitability of this high a frequency was in
beginning.

doubt from the

After preliminary observations confirmed this dark thought,

the program was changed by re-calculating two dec-scans so that 3C310
and 3C315 would appear on the 750 Mc/s records.

First-epoch material

might be obtainable on 1415 Mc/s if a large number of identical records
were averaged.
invested is low.

With 1415 Mc/s data the ratio of information-to-time
For this study, only 750 Mc/s records will be

considered for first-epoch material.
In making declination scans with a meridian transit telescope
like the 300-foot, the telescope must be started in motion earlier
than the time when the source will reach the meridian.

Declination

scans were planned by going through the following sequence:
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• START

0

t—
■<

3C321

CJ
UJ
0

3C31S

vu

to

CO

CO
C_)

0

0

START

RIGHT ASCENSION

Figure 4.

Path of declination scans made during the extended
observing session.

Figure 5.

Pages 24, 25, and 26.
Copy of a typical declination scan. This observation
was planned so that the 3C source appeared in the 750
Mc/s beam. The spike at the beginning of the scan was
caused by recording equipement. The Channel 1 record
is out of view in this figure.
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1. A declination from which to start the scan is chosen.
2. The angular distance the telescope must move is
(&ta/cting declination)

- (destination o{ 3C

40 uA.ce)

.

Use of true coordinates here introduces an infinitesimal
and completely ignorable error.
3.

The time required for the telescope to move this distance is

(JLine 1, above) / Usan note).
4.

The time when the telescope (if it has arrived at the

correct

declination) will "see" the 3C source is the indicated right
ascension or
aRA + (Tfuie RA),
where ARA is obtained from the pointing error curves.
5.

Thus the local sidereal time at which the scan should

be

started is
(& ta A tin Q

LST)

=

(tin e

4)

-

(tin e

3).

As an example, details of SPUR-3C310-N are given in Figure 6.

This

method ignores the non-linear beam movement discussed in Chapter II.
Coordinates of the 3C sources used for these observations, with decli
nations accurate to half a minute of arc, were obtained from
Dr. Pauliny-Toth at NRAO.
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ARRIVE 15k03m 15* LST

3C310

CXI

VU
o

t/1

NOTE: INDICATED
COORDINATES ARE

IN PARENTHESIS

START

Figure 6.

14hs f l 4 6

LST

Details of scans designated as SPUR-3C310-N.

V
1965 POSITIONS OF CERTAIN SPUR FEATURES

A scan profile of SPUR-3C315(S) based on six repetitions of the
same scan is given in Figure 7.
was in the 750 Mc/s beam.
features.

For these observations the 3C source

Letters are used to indicate some of the

Feature b may be a discrete source.

A profile representing

additional dec-scans, made later during the extended observing session,
when a lower recorder gain was in use, is given in Figure 8.

Only

three individual scans were used to form this later profile so not
only is the gain lower but it is also noisier.
Establishing that proper motion has or has not occurred and its
sense if it has occurred, could be useful.

If proper motion of the

"wrong" sense (displacement toward smaller declinations) were detected
for the Spur, then a supernova or other eruptive origin for the Spur
would be in doubt.
has set in.

Or it could be useful to determine if distortion

Such an occurrence would be more compatible with the

"rainbow" theories than with an eruptive origin.
Certain dimensionless ratios can conveniently be formed which
will serve as indices of proper motion or distortion.
sion consult Figure 7.
feature indicated by a.

Let L

For this discus

be the distance between 3C315 and the

Let other distances between 3C315 and other

features be similarly defined.

Positions of peaks are to be found by

eye and the lengths measured in any convenient units, with total disre
gard for the telescope’s position indicators.
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As indices of proper

s r o k - ?<?.?/st-tJ

SCAM VTRECTTOM

SCAM RATE = 2! 54 /s

3C315

RECORDED DECLINATION (DEGREES)

Figure 7.

Profile of SPUR-3C315<S).

oj

o

3C3/5

17

IS

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

27

RECORDED DECLINATION (DEGREES)

Figure 8.

Profile of SPUR-3C315-S. The three scans used for
this profile were made during the extended observing
session.
u>
H
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motion the following ratios are suggested

, etc.

If two discrete sources are available on the record the length between
them should be used as the denominators.

And as indices of distortion

the following ratios are suggested

I

, etc.

These ratios are to be formed for each individual record so that
averaging becomes a purely arithmetic process.

Reflection will show

that this method can be used with data which is quite inhomogeneous.
In fact, the records do not even need to have declination marks.

The

basic assumption is that the antenna beam moved across the sky at the
same kind of rate for both epochs and that the recorder speeds were
uniform.

However, some personal equation of error is involved —

for

example, where Feature d. is located is almost a matter of opinion.
The following method can be used when the second-epoch obser
vations are made with scan rate and recorder chart speed identical
to those of the first-epoch observations.

The requirement is that

the base-line scales be Identical because superposition of profiles
is involved.

First, assume that all individual records of good quality

have been properly combined to form scan profiles for the two epochs.
One of the profiles, say the first-epoch profile, is put onto trans
parent or translucent sheet (... is printed on photographic film or
traced on onion skin).

The transparent sheet is then placed on top
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of the second-epoch profile and the features believed to belong to
the Spur are brought into coincidence, the discrete source being
ignored, perhaps even covered over.

Then, of course, proper motion

would manifest itself by the two tracings of the discrete source not
being in coincidence.

Up to this point the method is independent of

the telescope position indicators.

To obtain quantitative measure

ments , the degree scale formed by the declination marks can be used.
With digital data the requirement of identical base lines could
often be brought about through design of the printout.

With analogue

records the base line scales might be brought into identity photo
graphically.

This superposition method will tolerate some difference

in amplitude.
The results of this method depend on values recorded at a large
number of points.

For the SPUR-3C315(S) observation the Spur itself

covers about 8° of sky and requires 3.15 minutes of scan time.

Since

a 2s time constant was used we may say this scan contains 96 "bits"
of information.

The profile for SPUR-3C315(S) in Figure 7 is based on

six individual observations thus contains 576 bits.

With the super

position, all of these bits of information are in play when the Spur
features are aligned.
Additional scan profiles are given in Figures 9, 10, and 11.
The observations on which they are based were all made during the
extended observing session.

Table III identifies the individual scans

which were used to make each scan profile.
To obtain some idea of how accurate this latter method is, the

scan profiles were used with their respective individual scans in the
same manner as they would be used with a second-epoch profile.

One-

by-one each individual scan was placed under an onion skin tracing of
its associated scan profile.

With the 3C source covered the two were

brought into best coincidence as judged by eye.

The amount of mismatch

between the two traces of the 3C source was then read.
scatter is shown in Figure 12.

The resulting

Because of the noise on each individual

record, this test is more severe than the actual situation will be.
It should be noted here that the measurement that is being attempted
is only remotely connected with the separation of two closely spaced
sources where Raleigh’s criterion or other such arbitrary definition
or resolution is applicable.
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Figure 9.

Profile of SPUR-3C315-N.
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Profile of SPUR-3C310-N.
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Profile of SPUR-3C310-S.
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Table III
Observations Used to Form Scan Profiles

Profile
Designation

Number of
Individual
Scans Used

NRAO Scan Numbers

SPUR-3C315 (S)

6

7834,7876,7919,8046,8085,8125

SPUR-3C315-S

3

9444,9502,9539.

SPUR-3C315-N

6

9602,9537,9705,9743,9778,9811

SPUR-3C310-N

3

9443,9501,9538.

SPUR-3C310-S

6

9535,9558,9777,9810,9704,9742

6

4
FKEQUENCy
Z
0

DISPLACEMENT (MINUTES OF ARC)

Figure 12.

o

SPUR-3C3J5(S) ON SELF

<3-

SPUR-3C37 5(S) ON SCAN NUMBER 9577

a

SPUR-3C315-S ON SELF

▼

SPUR-3C3J0-S ON SELF

►

SPUR-3C375-N ON SELF

Scatter for the superposition method when used with
noisy individual records.

t

VI
ANOMALOUS RADIOMETER RESPONSE

All 1415 Mc/s declination scans show a higher antenna tempera
ture, at their north end than at their south end.

Figure 5

of

Chapter III, which makes up a complete copy of one of the Spur obser
vations, shows this temperature change.

It also is seen on any of

the declination scans reproduced in the appendix.

On record number

7919 there is a change of 1.4 °K between 16 and 32 degrees declination
as may be determined using the proportion

where V^ represents the deflection in millimeters at declination 6,
the deflection due to the calibration noise source,
temperature at 6, and

the antenna

the temperature of the calibration.

these observations

For

was 2.7° K for Channel 1 and 3.0° K for

Channel 2.

Of course the reality of this effect was doubted from the

beginning.

It implies the sky at 1415 Mc/s is colder in the region

of the Spur and/or that sky brightness temperature increases at high
galactic latitudes.

To determine if the effect were instrumental or

real, scans were planned over the same declination range for a differ
ent local sidereal time.

Thus these scans would be at a much different

galactic latitude and also several hours away from the .Spur, but the
movement of the telescope with respect to the ground would be identical
to the Spur observations.
40

43.
The observations made consisted of seven south-going scans through
3C263.1 (o = l l ^ l 111) and six north-going scans through 3C268.2
(a = ll^SS111) .

Both sets were over the declination range 10° to 35°.

These observations fall naturally into four sub-sets:

seven Channel 1

records for 3C263.1, seven Channel 2 records for 3C268.1, six Channel 1
records for 3C268.2, and six Channel 2 records for 3C268.2.

Low

frequency maps indicate the sky is quite "flat" at this region, which
corresponds to a high galactic latitude.

A complete copy of one of

these scans, number 9663, is given in Figure 13 starting on page 41.
It is seen that the temperature appears to increase in a manner similar
to that on the Spur observations.
sub-set was averaged.

To investigate more closely each

On each record a straight edge, of length repre

senting one degree, was used to draw by eye a best-fit straight line
through the trace at points 10°, 11°, 12°, ... 35°.

Values at each

point were normalized to the calibration then averaged with other
members of the same sub-set.
of mechanical defects.

Four of the records were not used because

The resulting curves, given in Figure 14,

establish the effect to be instrumental.
Ground radiation is probably the cause.

A general discussion of

radiation entering via sidelobes and backlobes is found on pages 33
and 34 of Steinberg and Lequeux.

Ground radiation could also reach

the f e e d h o m if the mesh surface of the dish were partially transparent
at the frequency involved.

Ground radiation reaching the focus by

diffraction around the edges of the dish (the backlobe) can be ignored
for the 300-foot.

The situation is equivalent to a circular obstacle

Figure 13.

Pages 42 through 46.
Complete copy of one of the scans made in a region
well removed from the Spur.
The frame on page 42
has been shifted down to show the time-markers, which
appeared along the bottom of the Sanborn chart paper.
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Figure 14.

Anomalous increase in sky brightness on 1415 Mc/s with increasing
declination between 10° and 35°. These curves are the averages
from declination scans made 5*1 west of the Spur observations, but
identical to the Spur observations in other respects. In particular
the movement of the telescope with respect to the earth is duplicated.
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over 400 wavelengths in diameter with a screen (the focal plane of the
300-foot) less than 250 wavelengths away.

Since the telescope is in

motion during a declination scan the possibility must be admitted that
the electronics in the pillbox at the focus is position sensitive.
From the observations made here it is not possible to separately
identify the cause.

However, in Figure 14 the slope changes near 15°,

21°, and 30° might indicate sidelobes.

Polarization seems to be a

factor since the values are higher forChannel 1,

Of the crossed

dipole pair, the one hooked to Channel 1 was the one oriented 20°
east of a north-south line.

There was a good bit of scatter in the

normalized values but daily weather would be expected to be a factor.
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APPENDIX I
RADIOMETER SPECIFICATIONS

The following specifications on the radiometers used during the
continuum Observing Session of February, March, and April were obtained
from Engineer James L. Dolan of the NRAO Engineering Staff.

1415 Mc/s Channel 1
Parametric amplifier
Pre-Amplifier Specifications J

Bandwidth 20 M a /s
Gain 20 db
Equivalent noise temperature 1150 K
r Bandwidth 8,5 Mc/s
Equivalent noise temperature 230° K
Single sideband: local oscillator
aligned 30 Mc/s
below pre-amplifier

System Specifications

1415 Mc/s Channel 2

- - - - - - - - - - - -

Parametric amplifier
Pre-Amplifier Specifications J Bandwidth 20 M e /b
K
^ Gain 20 db
o
Equivalent noise temperature 105

System Specifications

Bandwidth 8 Mc/s
^ Equivalent noise temperature 220°
Single sideband as shown for Channel 1
750 Mc/s

----------------------------

Pre-Amplifier Specifications

{

System Specifications

( Bandwidth 9 Mc/s
\ Equivalent noise temperature 520'
Single sideband system

Tunnel diode
Bandwidth 90 Mc/s
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APPENDIX II
POINTING ERROR CURVES

Pointing error curves based on observations of standard discrete
sources are given in Figures 15 and 16.

For this observing session

these observations were made by H. Wendker and P. Palmer.
gives the 750 Mc/s off-set correction.
on each curve.

Figure 17

Appropriate formulae are given

The word "indicated" refers to the telescope declina

tion indicator or to the local sidereal time, and "true" refers to
catalogue values Epoch 1965.1.
constant.

Corrections have been made for time

Error bars are pessimistic and represent the largest scat

ter observed.

The two 1415 Mc/s beams seemed to coincide and the dec

lination correction for 750 Mc/s was the same as for the 1415 Mc/s
beams.
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Correction in right ascension a as a function of declination
for 1415 Mc/s Channels,! and 2.
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Figure 17.

Off-set correction in right ascension for 750 Mc/s as a
function of declination. The declination correction was
the same as for 1415 Mc/s.
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APPENDIX III
SELECTED RAW DATA

56

Figure 18.

Pages 57 through 61.
Copies of the center portions of five individual SPUR-3C315(S)
scans.
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Fred Edward Ellis was born April 22, 1926 in Hutchinson, Kansas.
He obtained his elementary schooling at Central School, Dodge City,
Kansas and the high school diploma from Dodge City Senior High School.
After serving in the Navy for two years, he moved to Texas to work at
radio station KGVL.

In September 1949 he entered East Texas State Col

lege, Commerce, Texas, as a part-time student.

He was recalled for

active duty by the Naval Reserve during the Korean War.

On returning,

he resumed his studies at East Texas State College to graduate with the
degree of Batchelor of Science with a double major in physics and gra
phic art.

He continued at East Texas State College and graduated the
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